Latex particle agglutination for detecting and identifying *Clostridium difficile*
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**SUMMARY** A total of 329 selective enrichment broth cultures were tested for detection of *Clostridium difficile* by latex particle agglutination (LPA), gas-liquid chromatography, and bacterial culture. Of 53 broths positive by LPA, 36 were positive by gas-liquid chromatography, and 42 were positive by bacterial culture. The sensitivity and specificity of LPA relative to bacterial culture was 95.6% and 96.3%, respectively, while the sensitivity and specificity of gas-liquid chromatography relative to bacterial culture was 84.6% and 100%, respectively. The high predictive value of a negative test (99%) should make LPA on broth cultures a good screening test for detecting *C difficile*. Of several other *Clostridium* spp tested in pure culture, strains of *C sordelli* and *C bifermentans* also gave a positive result by LPA. These results, together with the low cost and simple facilities required, suggest that the LPA test will be a useful procedure for the presumptive identification of *C difficile* in selective enrichment broths and for the identification of pure cultures.

*Clostridium difficile* has a well documented role in pseudomembranous colitis and diarrhoea associated with antibiotics. Evidence has also implicated this organism in colitis not induced as a result of antibiotics, exacerbations of chronic inflammatory bowel disease, and postoperative diarrhoea. Many workers rely on the detection of *C difficile* cytotoxin in stool samples before attaching any importance to the isolation of *C difficile*. In other investigations, however, the finding of faecal cytotoxin was not consistent. *C difficile* may persist in stool samples for some time after cytotoxin is no longer detectable, particularly after treatment. In addition, many small laboratories may not have the facilities to detect *C difficile* cytotoxin. In view of these facts we, and others, have suggested that isolating *C difficile* in addition to showing the presence of faecal cytotoxin may be important in the diagnosis and management of disease associated with *C difficile*.

We recently reported the use of a selective broth (GCC broth) that improved our isolation rate for *C difficile* by 20% in patients in whose faeces cytotoxin was detected and 125% in patients in whose faeces cytotoxin was not detected. A presumptive identification of the presence of *C difficile* in GCC broth was based on showing a large isocaproic acid peak by gas-liquid chromatography. As gas-liquid chromatography is relatively expensive and unavailable to small laboratories an alternative procedure was sought. In this report we describe the use of a commercially available latex particle agglutination (LPA) test for the detection and rapid identification of *C difficile*.

**Material and methods**

**BACTERIAL STRAINS**

A total of 60 *Clostridium* spp were obtained from the culture collections of either the University Department of Microbiology or the State Health Laboratory Service. They comprised the following: one *C absonum* (ATCC 27555); one *C bifermentans* (NCTC 506); one *C butyricum* (NCTC 7424); 42 *C difficile* (all clinical isolates); one *C fallax* (NCTC 8380); two *C histolyticum* (NCTC 503 and NCTC 7123); one *C paraperfringens* (ATCC 27639); two *C perfringens* (NCTC 8237 and NCTC 8359); one *C sepiticum* (NCTC 547); one *C spheoloides* (NCTC 507); four *C sordelli* (all clinical isolates); one *C sporogenes* (NCTC 532); one *C tertium* (NCTC 541); and one *C tetanomorphum* (NCTC 2909). Lyophilised cultures were reconstituted and grown for 48 hours on blood agar plates incubated anaerobically using the Gaspak system (BBL Microbiology Systems, Cockeysville).

**SAMPLES**

A total of 329 stool samples were obtained from two sources; patients who were either inpatients or outpatients at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital (a 700 bed...
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general hospital); and patients who were seen by their general practitioners in either rural centres throughout Western Australia, an area of one million square miles, or the metropolitan area of the capital city, Perth. Specimens from hospital patients were normally processed within two hours of collection. Other specimens were usually cultured within 24 hours of collection. Due to the isolation of some rural centres (up to 1500 miles away) some longer delays were unavoidable. C difficile remains viable in stool samples for at least four days (unpublished observations).

CULTURAL PROCEDURES AND CYTOTOXIN DETECTION

The methods used for isolating C difficile and showing the presence of C difficile cytotoxin have been described previously. They included the use of a selective broth for C difficile, containing gentamicin, cycloserine, and cefoxitin (GCC broth). Final identification of C difficile was done according to the methods and criteria of Holdeman, Cato, and Moore.

LATEX PARTICLE AGGLUTINATION (LPA) TEST

The Serobact C difficile latex slide agglutination kit was supplied by Disposable Products, Adelaide, South Australia. Each kit contained latex particles that had been coated with an immunoglobulin G specific for C difficile cell wall antigens and a suspension of C difficile to be used as a positive control. The test was carried out on black cardboard tiles that were supplied with the kit. Fresh subcultures of C difficile on CCFA were used for assessment. When testing colonies from solid media a smooth suspension of organism was made in one drop (about 0.02 ml) of saline and observed for autoagglutination. One drop of C difficile latex reagent was added to this suspension, or to one drop of GCC broth culture. After mixing the slide was gently rocked and observed for agglutination for up to two minutes before discarding.

Results

The results of testing from solid media were as follows: all 42 strains of C difficile reacted strongly with the C difficile latex reagent. All reactions were clear cut and easy to interpret. Of the 13 other species of clostridia tested, all four strains of C sordelli and the one C bifermentans gave a positive result.

A total of 329 GCC broths were tested for the presumptive identification of C difficile. Thirty six broths were positive by bacterial culture, gas-liquid chromatography, and LPA. In six broths LPA was positive and bacterial culture yielded C difficile; gas-liquid chromatography analysis, however, was negative. In a further two broths bacterial culture alone was the only positive variable, while in 11 broths LPA was the only positive variable.

The Table shows the sensitivity, specificity, and predictability of gas-liquid chromatography and LPA. If bacterial culture is taken as the reference method then the sensitivity of gas-liquid chromatography and LPA was 84-6% and 95-6%, respectively. The predictability of a positive result with gas-liquid chromatography was 100%, while for LPA it was 80%. Similarly, the predictability of a negative result for gas-liquid chromatography and LPA was 97-3% and 99%, respectively.

Sensitivity, specificity, and predictability of a positive and negative test for LPA compared with gas-liquid chromatography was 100%, 94-5%, 67-9%, and 100%, respectively.

Discussion

In a previous report we showed that the isolation rate of C difficile from patients with diarrhoeal disease could be considerably improved by using a selective broth. The screening of these broths, however, was done using gas-liquid chromatography, a technique not available to many laboratories. The advent of a commercially available kit for the detection of C difficile by LPA should allow small laboratories to improve their isolation rate by using a selective broth.

Although the identification of C difficile is relatively easy using prereduced anaerobically sterilised media, such procedures may also be unavailable in small laboratories. In addition, further delays of up to 72 hours after primary isolation may occur using this method of identification. The C difficile latex agglutination test permits rapid identification from a primary selective medium such as CCFA.

The results of the bacterial culture of GCC broths showed greater agreement with those of the LPA than the results of the broths with gas-liquid chromatography. There were, however, still 11 broths that were positive by LPA but negative by bacterial culture. These discrepant results could be either true false
positives, or they could reflect enhanced sensitivity of LPA. CCFA has been reported as having a sensitivity of $10^2$ organisms/g faeces, although direct stool culture on solid selective media often gives variable results. Alternatively, some C. difficile strains may have failed to reach a sufficiently high concentration in GCC broth. We noticed that Strepococcus faecalis, which is not suppressed by GCC broth, may inhibit the growth of C. difficile strains. Inhibition of the multiplication of C. difficile by various enteric bacteria, particularly S. faecalis, has been reported previously. The most likely reason for the false positive LPA result, however, is cross reactions with other clostridia. Five (four C. sordelli and one C. bifermentans) of the 18 different Clostridium spp. tested gave a positive LPA result. Thus an antigen common to these species could be responsible for the apparent false positive results. Strong cross reactions of antigens of C. difficile, C. sordelli, and C. bifermentans have been observed previously. Attempts to isolate either C. sordelli or C. bifermentans from false positive LPA broths were unsuccessful, their presence in low numbers, however, could not be excluded. Several broths yielded a microaerophilic Strepococcus species on culture, which was subsequently shown to react with C. difficile latex reagent.

Several recent papers have described rapid techniques for the detection of faecal cytotoxin such as counterimmunoelectrophoresis and LPA for diagnosing diarrhoea associated with C. difficile. Other investigators concluded that the high percentage of false positive and false negative results with counterimmunoelectrophoresis makes this technique unsuitable for screening stool specimens. Furthermore, they suggested that bacterial isolation, together with the cytotoxicity assay, was the most accurate method for the detection of C. difficile. The high predictive value of a negative result made the cytotoxin LPA a useful screening test. As the detection of faecal cytotoxin was not a consistent feature in disease associated with C. difficile, we find this conclusion difficult to justify. There have also been reports of simple methods for the detection of C. difficile enterotoxin such as enzyme linked immunosorbent assay. In one of these the sensitivity for specimens with a positive faecal cytotoxin assay was only 59%.

Hence our efforts and those of others have been directed towards improving techniques for the isolation of C. difficile. We used the familiar technique of selective broth culture for isolation of an enteric pathogen. The procedure has now been simplified considerably, however, by replacing the gas-liquid chromatography with an easy LPA test, enabling small laboratories to improve their isolation rate by using a selective broth. The high predictive value of a negative result (99%) will allow these laboratories to confidently use LPA on GCC broths as a screening test. If required, positive broths may then be forwarded to a central laboratory for further testing. The isolation of C. difficile from or the detection of cytotoxin in stool samples does not necessarily constitute a diagnosis of pseudomembranous colitis or diarrhoea associated with antibiotics. Once detected, however, the importance of any isolate, either cytotoxic or non-cytotoxic, can then be assessed taking into consideration the patient’s clinical condition.
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